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They Said It Was Just a Fad

Yesterday, we talked about _______________ and _______________, and

the importance of understanding the difference between them. Today, I will talk

about two _______________ from history of things that many thought were just

fads. Both turned out to be important trends, however. Then we will look at a recent

_______________ with an _______________ future. 

First, let’s look at the ______________________________. As you probably

know, Thomas Edison didn’t _______________ the electric light bulb, but he was

the first person to make an ______________________________. He believed that

affordable _______________ could change people’s lives. Edison said, “We will

make electricity so ______________ that only the rich will burn ______________.” 

In 1878, Edison created the Edison Electric Light Company with the help of

several ______________________________, including New York banker J. P.

Morgan. Morgan believed that electric light was the way of the _______________.

As proof of this, and to _______________ other _______________, Morgan hired

Edison to install 400 light bulbs in his New York _______________. 

At the time, however, many people just didn’t understand electric

_______________. Even Morgan’s father thought that electric light was just a fad.

He said it would never _______________, and many people agreed. In Britain,

scientist Henry Morton described electric light as a complete _______________.

He was very wrong. Today, almost every ______________________________ we

use began with the electricity “fad.” 

Now let’s consider the _______________. The bicycle could be called a fad

that became a trend. One early bicycle, called a velocipede, was popular for a short

time, between _______________ and _______________. These early bicycles

usually had an _______________ front _______________ that the rider had to sit

above. It was hard to _______________ the bike and to _______________  it.

Worst of all, these bikes had no _______________. This made them very

_______________, and so interest in the bicycle _______________. 

In the _______________, interest in bicycles increased again when

manufacturers designed what they called the ___________________________.

These bicycles had two wheels ________________ ____________. They were



smaller, easier to ride, and they had brakes. After this, _______________ and

_______________ of bicycles rose quickly. But, even then, many did not believe

they would last. This was especially true after _______________ began to appear

on the roads. In 1902, one newspaper said, “As a fad, ______________________.” 

Again, the critics were wrong. Bicycles are still popular! _______________ is

a popular sport. Also, in many places around the world, bicycles are an

_______________ form of _________________, especially in large cities. They’re

easier than cars to drive through ___________________________. They also cost

_______________ and use no _______________. 

Finally, and a bit less seriously, we’ll examine a more recent ____________,

something called a ___________________________. The word fidget means

“_______________ or ____________ ____________ with something because you

are _______________ or _______________.” Children fidget in their

_______________ in school. In offices, you might see people _______________

with their pens during _______________ or _______________ meetings. The

fidget spinner is a little triangular _______________ that you can ______________

while you _______________ it. It allows people to fidget without _______________

others. 

Fidget spinners first became popular in _______________. In May of 2017, a

British newspaper article said, “Fidget spinners are not just a fad.” They claimed

the spinners served a “___________________________ ” because they helped

people ___________________________ their nervous energy in stressful

situations. But in June, an American magazine wrote, “The fidget spinner trend is

ending and you missed it!” Who is right? It may be too soon to tell. Like the bicycle,

the _______________ may have their ___________________________ — not to

mention going around and around — before anyone can answer that question. 

To _______________, it isn’t easy to start something new. There will always

be those who say that it won’t work or that it’s just a fad. Sometimes this is true. But

with __________________________ , your new idea might be a ______________.
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